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 Events occur: later they are interpreted and the story is told and 
retold in many versions. The longer the process goes on, the more 
difficult it is to get to what really happened initially.  The Passover is 
one such event. About 1250 BC something happened to the Hebrews 
that later they called Passover.
 The origin of the word Passover is not known: It may be Hebrew 
‘pesach’ or Aramaic ‘pascha’ meaning to protect, spare, or set free; or 
it may be Egyptian ‘pesach’ as in a ‘strike’. The Hebrew word may 
have come from the name of an older 
nomadic Spring home/family celebration 
at the time of the year when nomads 
killed and ate a lamb before setting out 
for new pastures (passing over to new 
pastures). The Israelites eventually used 
this word to name their celebration of 
Yahweh’s relationship to Israel 
beginning at the time when the Hebrew 
nomads moved into what was to become 
their final ‘pasture’ in the “land of milk 
and honey”, God’s reign, the Promised 
Land.

 1. In their story, the blood of the lamb 
(not a sacrificial lamb in the Ex 12 
account) protected them from the 
‘Destroyer’. OR Less likely, it may have 
been that the killing of the Egyptian first-
borns was the final blow that the 
Hebrews thought of as the one that set 
them free. The Passover story is part of 
the 9th c BC Jahwist narrative that is the basis for Ex 12. After 
centuries of telling the story, it is impossible to know the actual 
details of the event and its celebration which was even forgotten for a 
while. 
 The story resurfaced in the time of Josias (620’s BC) when the 
Passover celebration was restored (2 Kgs 23:21). The Passover is 
essentially a story of life from death, i.e. rescue/salvation; the people 
are freed from slavery to life; they are spared death again in the Red 

Sea, and they are led to the fullness of life in the Promised Land. 
Curiously, the Sinai Code narrative does not mention this ‘Passover’.

 2. To the nomad Spring lamb celebration story, the Israelites added a 
pre-Israelite unleavened bread (farmer) story. This was a celebration 
of the yearly break between the old and the new at the start of the new 
Spring harvest: No old yeast or flour was used in making bread for 
the first week. In the course of time, both the lamb and the bread 
celebrations shifted from home/family celebrations to community 

liturgical celebrations in which the lamb 
was ritually killed in the Temple and the 
first sheaves were offered to God. First-
born and first-fruits had a special Near 
Eastern cultural significance: sacrificing 
them to the gods restored life to the gods. 
But this meaning shifted in Israelite 
understanding to the dedication of 
family, flock, and harvest to God.
 The annual Passover celebration 
historicized the exodus story and became 
a remembering through recitals, hymns, 
and thanksgiving in which people 
relived/reenacted the exodus event “For 
the sake of what Yahweh did for me 
when I went out of Egypt.” The Temple 
ritual took on sacrificial tones though 
destruction there of the offering was not 
an essential element. When an offering 
was edible, the common meal was 
considered communion with God and 

with others.
 The Passover provided all the language that Jesus’ followers used to 
understand his Passover to God. The passion events were not told 
without Jesus’ acceptance of his death as reconciliation of God and 
people. It was ‘hilasmos’ root meaning of joyful exultation, his 
passover to life with God, his victory over Satan. It gave new 
meaning to everything that Jesus had said and done and for the 
koinonia, community - It was the unity of God, Jesus, and humanity. 
(2 Chron 35:17).

Passover
by Chris Diamond, Cobble Hill, BC
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 We who have been ordained and who have survived this long are no longer 
maintenance priests in charge of maintaining churches, schools and parochial halls, 
providing spaces for people to come together socially for bazaars and bingo. We now 
need to adjust to the entirely new situation facing us and adopt new practices and a new 
ways of being church. We could pursue the small communities model which brought 
about such a revival in the Church in Latin America – even though it seems to have 
been somewhat undermined. We might consider other alternative ways of being church 
in the local parish.
  The Church of the Future must be a Church of all the People and a church in which 
women are on equal terms as men. It must be a church where women who feel the call 
to be Messengers of Joy are accepted and encouraged in their special vocation. How the 
priests of the future minister and become Messengers of Joy will evolve when women 
are granted their full and equal place in the church. Secondly, those men who may feel 
the call to be Messengers of Joy must not have the law of celibacy imposed on them. It 
is a basic human right to marry. Those who wish voluntary celibacy may pursue their 
preference for that lifestyle in a way that is respected. There must be no more 
compulsory celibacy for those men or women who wish to pursue their calling to be 
ministers of the Gospel of Christ in the Catholic Church. Sooner or later the leaders in 
the Catholic Church will have to grapple with these difficult issues.

Joe McVeigh Ponders The Future Role Of Priests In The Church
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 Briefly, by way of Introduction, 
we have met on a single occasion 
about three years ago at one of the 
Diocesan public gatherings 
(Dalhousie U. Campus). At ‘coffee-
time’ I introduced myself and in 
response to the invitation for all 
present to do ‘even small things’ by 
way of ‘outreach’ proffered my 
‘Movin On Bookmark’---my small 

‘creative endeavor’ to connect with the almost universal response of 
Atlantic Region people to the music culture surrounding the Country 
& Western singer/songwriter Hank Snow. You graciously 
acknowledged, and put the card in shirt-pocket; I might have 
expected a later acknowledgement, by email or letter post, but that 
did not happen.
 Yesterday’s (Sunday, Feb 18th) assembly at St. Thomas More Parish 
Hall was quite well attended---estimated about 70 persons. Two of the 
three DVD Segments were played. One with a legalist frame of mind 
might question the prominence of a SUN LIFE ASSURANCE logo 
on-screen; does it not suggest some element of ‘conflict of interest’? 
If Sun Life is helping with the DVD project that Corporate persona 
may be reminded of Matthew 6---‘do it in secret’.
 A twenty minute discussion period came between the two Segments, 
and a final ‘wrap-up’ led by the Parish Priest Fr. Toochukwu ended 
the Session at about 3:30. At ‘my table’ there were about eight 
persons, so there was ‘time constraint’ when it came to discussion. At 
about the fourth question I ventured with initial phrasing, “. . .that 
while most of our discussions focus on ‘practical problems’, with my 
own life experience of having had theological formation and a long 
experience of reading and study, I feel that at root of contemporary 
disquiet within the Church there is, nevertheless, still a 
‘DOCTRINAL issue’. 
 The Discussion Leader intervened to say, very emphatically, “This is 
not the question being dealt with now; and our allotted time is over; I 
have a family chore to attend to; so thanks for the input.” With that, 
the discussion period at our table ended. My reference to ‘doctrinal 
issue’ stems from almost sixty years of study in the field of 
Cosmology, and specifically works of the Jesuit Pierre Teilhard de 
Chardin which began to appear in the late ‘50s. Teilhard’s works were 
subject to a ‘Holy Office Monitum’ in 1962, whereby his works were 
‘warned against’. During his own lifetime (he died in 1955) he was 
forbidden to publish, and he was removed by Jesuit Authority from 
his teaching post at University of Paris. He spent the next twenty 
years or so in China, where he became ‘co-discoverer’ of the human 
fossil known scientifically as Peking Man. Teilhard’s ‘base line’ 
affecting religious thought (he did not think of himself as a 
‘theologian’) was that the traditional catechesis proceeding from 
Genesis and enhanced by philosophical & spiritual commentaries of 
Aristotle/Augustine/Aquinas must now be further enhanced by the 
scientific findings of Charles Darwin---that after Darwin, our 

Archbishop Of Halifax/Yarmouth Parishioner Debrief, Feb. 2018
by Dan Driscoll, Dartmouth, NS

understanding of Christianity must be adapted to ‘a new way of 
SEEING’. 
 I auditioned Courses at AST in 2014/15, and made attempts to get 
this message over to Faculty Members; I feel, without very much 
success.  What comes across in the DVD Presentation is fully 
appreciated, but might we consider the point made about ‘Bible 
Study’ in seminary, in the light of above referenced Teilhardian 
thinking. There would be significant difference between 
comprehension of scripture from the work of scriptural exegeses by 
such as Bultmann (Form Criticism) and others who ‘scientifically’ 
explored the literature of Old & New Testament, as contrasted with 
one’s appreciation gained through ‘a Prayer Group’. True, Bultmann 
is very heavy stuff for the average reader, and all of us have 
‘weaknesses & strengths’ when it comes to ‘academics’. I failed first 
attempts at Math in University, but was ‘saved by the skin of my 
teeth’ by being strong in Literature and History. But, getting back to 
more ‘practical’ details, because of ‘space constraint’ I will perhaps 
‘bullet’ some points below. The ‘reorganization’ process will of 
course go on; they have already done it on Prince Edward Island (my 
home diocese); so I will make of it first.
 With today’s roads and automotive technology people can always 
‘find their way to church’. What will be a challenge is the 
coordination of management and financing, with ‘Boards & 
Committees’ spread out over a radius of perhaps a hundred km. This 
will mean that the hardware/software and particularly the 
‘KNOWHOW required for computer application must be provided 
and budgeted for. Most of what I see by way of ‘Home Pages’, 
including that for the Halifax/Yarmouth Archdiocese, amount to little 
more than the traditional ‘church bulletin’---a lot of 
‘information’ (almost all of it ‘recycled’ from the last bulletin) with 
little real chance of ‘dialogue’ or ‘interaction’. 
 I respectfully ask that it be borne in mind that what I specialize in is 
‘memories, dreams, & predictions’ rather than ‘expertise’---but I 
insist that in our current circumstance the former may be as important 
as the latter. Much of what will prove ‘enduring’ cannot be achieved 
in any short space of time. “Rome was not built in a day”. As the 
illustrative example, may I refer to the structural entity that is my own 
Parish Church? It stands on a hill within line of sight of 
‘Montebello’---the MOUNT OF WAR. Buried beneath the ground 
where we in discussion were sitting have been the remains of those 
killed in the battles between colonial powers and aboriginal peoples. 
 Are we to contemplate just another round of ‘openings and closings’ 
of church structures designed in the traditional way---the entrance 
doors; the centre aisle; the sanctuary; the sacristy? I think not. What I 
would visualize for that Montebello spot, fifty years from now, would 
be an ‘Ecumenical Pantheon’ which would above all preserve our 
natural instinct to ‘worship’ but also provide better for the proper 
comprehension of what goes on there. This means a better 
comprehension of History---the bronze image of Lord Cornwallis 
might be there, but beside it or facing it would be the image of the 
Aboriginal Chieftain who suffered the ravages of colonial policy. We 
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Archbishop Of Halifax/Yarmouth Parishioner Debrief Continued...

have entered an Era where we come to a fuller realization of the 
Gospel message---‘Christ died FORGIVING HIS ENEMIES’. 
There would be perhaps more than one ‘altar’; in Christian Ashrams 
of India I found ‘an altar of sacrifice’ and ‘an altar of the book’---our 
‘centre of worship’ should accommodate the liturgies of ‘all faiths’---
those who have ‘Eucharistic Celebration’ and those who believe in 
‘Liturgy of the Word’.
 A propos of ‘Eucharistic Celebration’, might one not consider the 
possibility of a kind of ‘secondary liturgy’, whereby a Eucharistic 
‘aura’ might surround the usual ‘parish-hall fundraising event’---the 
gospel narrative reads, “One who eats this bread and drinks of this 
cup, does in in remembrance of me”---why may not the prayerful 
consumption of food have some Eucharistic significance? I find that 
as of past months even when I sit down to my morning toast and 
coffee I am prompted to recall the ‘words of consecration’.
 And somewhat the same principle may apply to our interpretation of 
scriptures. St. John gives his account of a vision---in which a 
multitude that no man can number sings praise to “Him who sits upon 
the Throne and to the LAMB THAT WAS SLAIN”. May this not be a 
foundation for some environmentalist ideal? Have we not been 
nourished for millennia by the flesh of mostly four-footed creatures 
(lambs & piglings)? And are we not in great need of ‘repentance’ for 
the way we are managing this aspect of our nourishment today---the 
waste involved in whole families discarding the best parts of the poor 
creature (how cruelly we treat them) being ‘sacrificed’, because they 
most enjoy the ‘ribs’?
 My Baltimore Catechism had an ‘answer’ that I feel now should have 
been differently ‘formulated’. The ‘Answer’ was, “Outside the 
Church, there is no Salvation”. Those of us familiar with 
contemporary theology can now agree that ‘we have been through all 
that before’. Yes, we have; but have we assessed fully the meaning of 
its main and proper Noun---what in real fact is ‘The Church’---and I 
think that the only ‘acceptable answer’ is that the Church is the 
‘Congregation of ALL the Faithful’---no matter to what Faith that 
individual adheres. 
 To some degree I was a ‘Mr. In-between of the 60s’---too old to be 
part of the ‘60s Generation, but still not of such mature years as to be 
immune to its ‘zeitgeist’. I have watched in vain for some church 
commentary about the impending legislation for legalization of 
recreational use of cannabis. This region has for generations groaned 
under the yoke of ‘alcohol addiction’, and I can see the same blanket 
of fear and ignorance descending on the coming generation of youth 
with regard to these ‘psychoactive substances’. I have indicated 
several times that I gave witness-input in 1972 to the Le Dain 
Commission on the Non-Medical use of Drugs, and would be willing 
to meet with those interested in educational programs, but to no avail. 
Perhaps the Sun Life Assurance Company will provide some 
solutions for the criminal poisoning of young people with synthetic 
opiates; but I seriously doubt it, and I do feel that there are solutions 
if only the right people will take time to give them sufficient thought.

 I think at this point we can become ‘personal’, even if we may run 
the risk of being ‘politically incorrect’. I was born into an Irish 
Catholic Family in rural Prince Edward Island. My ‘bishops’ were 
without exception ‘Celtic People’---Irish (Sullivan/Boyle) or perhaps 
Welsh/Scot (MacEachern/Spence). A phrase that ‘keeps coming back 
like a song’ in the Atlantic Region is ‘IN FROM AWAY’. The first 
question asked is ‘Where is he/she from?’. Even my dear wife, who 
was from India, was politely informed in a telephone chat that to be a 
real ‘Islander’ you must have ‘six generations in the ground’. Of 
course, ‘Maritimers’ are not alone in this; in every part of our planet 
there is ‘parochialism’---a ‘collective sense of place’; in India it was, 
“What Village”; Africans know of the same, often associated with 
geographic terrain---Mountain people, Valley People & Shore people 
very rarely saw each other, and when they did it could be death for 
one or the other.
 We now have Canonical Ordinaries who are ‘first generation 
Canadians’. I’m personally well able to appreciate that, but I have 
been around the world a couple of times, and lived for thirty years on 
the other side of the planet. The question that faces many of my 
people (even if unconsciously) in real fact is, ‘Do solutions proposed 
by persons who did not even know of the existence of this region in 
past generations, really relate to the ‘survival needs’ of this 
contemporary era?’ My answer for that is: “It will, or it will not, 
depending upon whether or not the Authority in real fact listens (and 
responds) to what ‘even the least of the brethren’ is saying. In a 
rhetorical sense there is indeed ‘openness’, and I give you full marks 
for being truly ‘open-minded’; but we are dealing with a ‘systemic 
cultural hardening of the arteries’. My main Point, that there has been 
a DOCTRINAL PROBLEM’ was first introduced in the AST 
Chapel in 2014, but for the most part any initiative that I have taken 
then and since then, has been ‘thwarted’---mostly by simply being 
ignored. One faculty member @ AST (Sr. Joan Campbell) has been 
open to my suggestions; but as for the rest---we are back to before the 
‘60s. I submitted my ‘application’ to be a Catechist in my Parish in (I 
think) 2014; I was not invited to become a Catechist. My MOVIN’ 
ON BOOKMARK was graciously received, but there was no further 
reference---I had lightheartedly requested a kind of ‘Nihil Obstat’ for 
it. Currently, over past couple of weeks I have sent mails to a 
Chancery Staff desk, with an Attached Doc (another NIHIL OBSTAT 
request) for the Archbishop, without any receipt of acknowledgement.
 In 2014/15 I attempted an e-dialogue with the young man John 
Stevens after hearing a public presentation by him, but after about 
three exchanges his very brief responses ceased. This young man 
struck me as ‘an effective inspirational speaker’, but Inspiration is not 
exactly what the population of this region needs most. We have all 
been brought up to believe that our scriptures are ‘inspired’. The 
allocution that resembles a pre-game pep-talk (“Go out there, and get 
one for the Gipper”) does not address the real circumstance of our 
21st Century Christianity.
 So, as the great News Anchor Walter Cronkite used to say, “THAT’S 
THE WAY IT IS”.
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Mary MacAleese
by Chris Diamond, Cobble Hill, BC

 At the recent voice of the faithful 
women’s conference in Rome, 
Mary MacAleese(Mac) was invited 
to speak, but the church authorities 
did not allow it. In response to her 
exclusion, Mac remarked about 
women and sex abuse “Pope 
Francis has been a journey in 
disappointment but he is the Pope 
so I live in hope.” Mac writes that 
“The church is being weakened by 
the absence of healthy flows 
upwards and downwards of 
information and opinion.”

 “The Church does not have a reverse gear,” says Cardinal Maradiaga, 
papal adviser to Pope Francis, quoted by Christopher Lamb in The 
tablet.co.uk/features/2/126. Many Irish priests were embarrassed by 
the church’s prohibition of Mac’s invitation to speak..
 Mary MacAleese served as 8th President of Ireland, the second 
woman to serve in that role. Mac was elected twice as President of 
Ireland and served twelve years (the legal limit ) in that capacity from 
Nov. 1997 - November 2011. She is an Irish State lawyer; she has a 
licence in the Church’s Canon Law, and at present, Mac is studying 
for her Canon Law doctorate in Rome. 
 In 2012, she published Quo Vadis?: Collegiality in the Code of 
Canon Law, to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Vatican II. It is 
well worth owning a copy to better understand the subject of 
Collegiality in the Church.The following are some excerpts from Ch 
1: Pope Paul is reported to have said that collegiality “is beyond 
doubt but what power does it have?”  “The question was not 
answered by Canon Law (CIC) … the Code was not designed to 
settle such a question.”  
 This question was posed at the time of the Council “but not so 
exclusively as to deaden any argument for a collegiality, whatever its 
juridical status which reached beyond the sphere of the episcopal...in 
the conciliar schema and conciliar debates... harmonisation  proved 
elusive. Similar problems are evident in the preparity documents for 

CIC... Unsatisfactory though both Council and CIC may be on that 
subject, the words ‘college’ ‘collegial’ and ‘collegiate’ and the 
inference of collegiality arise in other contexts in LG and other 
church documents and in CIC... In doing so, they open other 
chapters ... with a variety of contexts, meanings and juridic outcomes. 
They also add greatly to the confusion. The words ‘collaborate’ and 
‘cooperate’ which also appear.... may ... shed light on the nature of 
and limits on collegial activity especially vis-á-vis ‘co-responsibility’. 
This latter concept is sometimes used to differentiate between 
episcopal collegiality and other forms of cooperative endeavour 
within the church especially where they occur at the sub-Episcopal 
College level.” Quo Vadis shows clearly that in today’s church 
structures “collegiality is chaotic” and that “the best experts of the 
church cannot explain the church’s governance structures or their 
juridic infrastructure.”
 When she was President of Ireland, Mac was invited to address the 
Irish Clergy at their annual meeting where she opined that the 
institutional church in Ireland was thinking in 19th century modes; 
she urged the clergy to move up to a more unrestricted mode of 
thinking.
 Diarmuid Martin, Archbishop of Dublin, thinks that her criticism of 
the church is stark! 
 On the subject of women’s ordination, she states: “It’s pure codology 
that women can’t become priests” (!)… On the decline of young 
people and women in the church, young people and women are 
saying to our leaders ‘we demand more from you’.” On the issue of 
women’s ordination which isn’t up for discussion but saying that 
women are permanently excluded from priesthood, she says “women 
should be ordained; I believe the theology on which that exclusion is 
based is pure codology. I’m not going to be bothered arguing it. 
Sooner or later it’ll fall apart, fall asunder under its own dead 
weight…Tell me how in justice and charity, but most importantly in 
equality, are you going to exclude the voices of women in the 
formation of the Catholic faith?”
 Mac - Mary Patricia - was born in Belfast in June 1951 and lived just 
off the Crumlin Rd. She and Martin McAleese were married in 1976; 
they have three children - one boy and two girls. Belfast catholics are 
very proud of Mary MacAleese. 

Proclaiming The Kingdom (Reign) Of God
by Chris Diamond, Cobble Hill, BC

 Jesus proclaimed The Reign of God and commissioned all of his 
followers to do the same. The New Testament (NT) records Jesus’ 
proclamation over and over again. The following is a list of 
quotations to get each one started. It is a big task to search the NT in 
order to make one’s own list. (It may even take a lifetime.) 
 I start with Lk.11:2 — The Lord’s Prayer according to Lk 11:2
 • The Lord’s Prayer Lk 11: 2
“Jesus was praying in a certain place and after he had finished, one of 
his followers said to him

Lord, teach us to pray as John taught his followers.” Jesus said to 
them “When you pray, say: Father, Hallowed be your name. 
Your reign come.” 
This leads into the introduction to the petitions that follow: 
Give us each day our daily bread, (The meaning of the word ‘daily’ 
is unsure) 
and forgive us our failures, (drop/dismiss them as though they 
had never happened), for we forgive (drop as though they had 
never happened) all our debtors, 
and do not lead us into the test/temptation.”  

http://tablet.co.uk/features/2/126
http://tablet.co.uk/features/2/126
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Mt’s version in Mt 6:9 is the better known version; 
Mt’s community passed on an embellished tradition of the prayer.
 •Origen remarks: “(Do) not think that it is words we are taught to say 
in any appointed season of prayer. On the contrary, if we understand 
our former consideration of prayer without ceasing, let our whole life 
be a life of prayer without ceasing and let our whole life speak the 
words Our Father in the Heavens having its commonwealth in no 
wise on earth but in every way in heaven which is God's throne 
because of the foundation of the reign of God in all who wear the 
image of the Heavenly One and therefore become heavenly.”                                                                                                            
(Origen’s On Prayer Ch 5)
 • J.P. Meyer writes: “Father, May your name be made holy; May 
your reign come;” (according to OT) It is God as king who is to 
come; that is the meaning of the prayer. 
 “Father, reveal yourself in all your power and glory [‘hallowed be 
your name] by coming to reign as king. “Blessed are you, O Lord, 
who love just judgment.”   
 Shemoneh Esreh, 18 Benedictions & The Qaddish. “It is difficult to 
see how Jesus’ own prayer would be understood differently by his 
disciples…  While a first century father might be a symbol of love for 
his children, he was a symbol of sovereign power over their lives and 
fates just as kings were also a symbol of protection and caring…” 
(J.P Meyer A Marginal Jew vol 2 p.299)

 • Mt 20:16 “Here is an image of God’s reign …. the last will be first 
and the first will be last. Many are called but few are chosen.”
 • Mk 12:28-34; Jesus said “You are not far from the reign of God”
 • Lk 10:27-37 The parable of the Good Samaritan
 • Mk 4  The Sowing of the seed
 • Lk 15:11-32 — The prodigal son — The father symbol. 
 • Lk 17:20-21 “Jesus said to the disciples: It is not by looking that the 
reign of God comes; people will not even say ‘ Look here it is, or 
there it is!’ For the reign of God is among you.”
 • Jn 3:3 “Amen Amen I say to you, unless a person is born from 
above that one can not enter the kingdom.”
 • Jn 3:5 No one can enter the kingdom of God unless birth comes to 
him from water and spirit.”… 
 • Jn 3:7  “Do not be surprised at my telling you ‘You must be born 
from above.”
 • The Gospel of Thomas 3: “His disciples asked ‘On what day will 
the reign of God come?’ 
 Jesus said: ‘It does not come with the expectation of it.’  
Jesus said ‘The reign of the Father is spread out on the earth and 
people do not see it. But People say ‘Look; The reign of God is in 
heaven’; then the birds of heaven will be there before you. If they say 
to you ‘It is in the sea; then the fish will be there before you. But the 
reign of God is within you and outside you!

Proclaiming The Kingdom (Reign) Of God Continued...

Idea Of God
by Emil Kutarna, Regina, SK

REPORT: A NEW Idea of GOD’ http://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DWpH4lf_ZsU 
 The above title is a quote from a book 
by Kevin Peoples, an Australian priest. 
The web link is a short speech he gave 
on November 29, 2017 at the launch of 
his book Trapped in A Closed World. In 
his talk, Peoples describes his experience 
of life in the seminary: the segregation 

from ordinary society, even forbidden to 
speak with the nuns who did the cooking, cleaning and washed their 
clothes. The atmosphere was that the seminarians were the elite of the 
Church. Any learning about sexuality was totally lacking, so that they 
emerged sexually immature. Peoples has much criticism of the system 
that produces the clericalism. He concludes his talk with nine 
statements of “needs” if the “institutional church” is to survives:
 1. The institutional church is in crisis, having lost credibility. This 
hardly needs comment noting how many have left the church.
 2. The institutional clerical church is incapable of saving itself. Can 
we ever convince the Cardinals of this?
 3. The institutional church will be saved by its critics. Sadly, the 
critics have been silenced in the past. But that is changing. 
Excommunication is no longer the big stick like in the past.
 4. New transparent protocols protecting children in church 
institutions are nothing more than what a civilized community 
expects. Obviously.

 5. Catholic lay men and women, rejecting their subservient role, 
must seek and secure executive positions within the institution and 
accept notions of the human structures in the church. I wonder if the 
ordinary Catholics realize they are subservient. We were taught from 
childhood that the church leaders know about God and how to serve 
God best.
 6 The essential problems within the church are theological - in 
particular the mistaken notion of sexuality which frames its ethics. 
Humanae Vitae is a good example of misunderstood theology and 
natural law.
 7. Beliefs and values determine structures. A good principle on which 
to build.
 8. The presence of God in the contemporary world will be made 
visible by those who create a just society that takes into account the 
whole of creation. Pope Francis’ Laudato Si is a good sign.
 9. The church seeks a new and a different idea of God. The God up in 
the sky, the deuteronomic God who judges people and demands that 
they be redeemed from Original Sin and saved from Hell – is out. 
Evolutionary theology is in. There is now a sign of hope in the 
movement to declare Teilhard de Chardin a Doctor of the Church. 
Chardin’s vision was cosmic and evolutionary. One of his famous 
quotes: “We are not human beings having a spiritual experience, we 
are spiritual beings having a human experience”. Understanding 
creation as evolutionary means that the Book of Genesis cannot be 
taken literally, and consequently there is no story of “Original Sin”. 
So, the whole atonement theology falls apart. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWpH4lf_ZsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWpH4lf_ZsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWpH4lf_ZsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWpH4lf_ZsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWpH4lf_ZsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWpH4lf_ZsU
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Canadian Forum On Theology And Education

 The Canadian Forum on Theology and Education (www.cfotae.ca) 
is a successor to High School Forum that was started in 1979 by 
myself, Alan Green and Wayne Debly CR.
 High School Forum was focused on religious education teachers in 
Catholic secondary schools and annually offered 3-day workshops 
that offered theological renewal along with pedagogical suggestions.`
 The presenters in 1979 were my dear friend Wilf Murchland CSC 
(RIP), who had worked at NORE – The National Office of Religious 
Education – where he had done a research project on “Adolescent 
Catechesis in Canada” and Ernie Nedder, national consultant for WC 
Brown and Company whose texts were in use in many Catholic 
secondary schools in Ontario.
 For the next fourteen years Forum presented as many a six 
workshops a year led by the authors of the texts and teacher guides 
that were in use in religious education courses in Catholic secondary 
schools in Ontario. At that time most Catholic high schools offered 
the following religious education curricula:
Grade 9	 	 	 	 Something of a mish mash
Grade 10	 	 	 Sacraments and Morality
Grade 11	 	 	 World Religions/Church History
Grade 12	 	 	 Marriage/Vocation
Grade 13	 	 	 Various
 Forum hosted many of the authors of the both the texts and teacher 
guides and participants spent three days working with them and with 
the texts that students used. These presenters included
Fr. Jim Black	 	 	 Old Testament and New
	 	 	 	 Testament texts
Kieran Sawyer SSND	 	 Author Ave Maria Press
Regina Coll CSJ & Joanmarie Smith CSJ  	 Authors Death & Dying
RJ Wilkins	 	 	 Author WC Brown
Richard Reichert	 	 	 Author multiple texts
Mary Malone	 	 	 Author of texts on Mary
Michelle McCarty	 	 Author Harcourt Pub.
Tom Zanzig	 	 	 Author Ave Maria and  St. Mary’s
	 	 	 	 Press Press
Mike Pennock	 	 	 Author Ave Maria Press
Alyson Huntly & Marsha Sfeir	 Authors Christian Movement for
	 	 	 	 Peace
Bill and Patty Coleman	 	 Authors 23rd Publications
Earnest Larsen	 	 	 Author Good Old Plastic Jesus
Joe Stoutzenberger	 	 Author St. Mary’s Press
Father. James DiGiacomo SJ	 Author multiple texts
Father Mark Link SJ	 	 Author multiple Scripture texts
Dick Westley	 	 	 Sexual Morality
Mary Boys SNJM	 	 Judaism
John Kloppenborg	 	 Christology
Dr. Jeff Brod	 	 	 World Religions
Peter Ellis	 	 	 Author Sadlier high school
	 	 	 	 scripture text	
Michael Warren	 	 	 Author St. Mary’s Press  Youth
	 	 	 	 Ministry

Brian Reynolds	 	    Youth Ministry
Tad Guzie	 	    Sacramental Theology
Gabriel Moran	 	    Author multiple texts
Carl Koch FSC	 	    World Religions
Molly Kelly	 	    Sexuality
Fr. Gerry Westphal and Fr. Nick McCormack   Chaplaincy	
Dr. John Kloppenborg	 	    Christology
 Forum also hosted Canadian Catholic theologians (published) and 
high school teachers (mostly unpublished) who were currently 
teaching. These included
Ted Schmidt, Noel Cooper, Dr. Larry Trafford, John Podgorski, John 
Quinn, Joan Cronin CSIC, Fred Scinto CR, Frank Ruetz CR, Frank 
Morrisey OMI, Paul Hansen CSSR, John Pungente SJ, Michael 
Moore, Andre Guindon OMI, Michael Czerny SJ, Margot Fish OSU, 
Dr. Joe Hofbeck, Michael Mulhall O.Carm, Cathy Pead & Richard 
Shields
 Forum hosted theologians and religious educators from outside North 
America including presenters from Australia, South Africa, Ireland 
including
Albert Nolan OP
Brother Graham Rossiter CFC and Mrs. Marisa Crawford 
Fr. Dermot Lane
 In 2000, at the request of many teachers who were then attending 
When Faith Meets Pedagogy (http://
www.catholiccurriculumcorp.org/wfmp-conference/welcome-to-
wfmp-2016/)
 I restarted High School Forum and soon after (2007) it became the 
Canadian Forum on Theology and Education. CFOTAE continues 
to this day.
 The Canadian Forum on Theology and Education continues to have 
many teachers attend. However it is no longer designed just for 
religious education teachers and it is most certainly not focused on 
high school religious education curriculum. In fact at more recent 
Forums 50% of those attending were not teachers or directly engaged 
in schooling. 
 Since 2007 Forum has focused on inviting adult participants to 
engage with presenters offering the best contemporary Catholic 
theology and examining issues of significance for 21st century 
Catholics. I believe that listening to, questioning and dialoguing with 
the presenters allows teachers, administrators, trustees and parents to 
return to their schools and homes better prepared and better able to 
educate their children and students….who are tomorrow’s Catholics.
 Another major component of Forum since the beginning is the 
opportunity to listen to and dialogue with peers who are involved in 
the same Catholic educational process. With High School Forum that 
was essentially high school religious education. Today it is Catholic 
education. Our presenters have included 
 Heather Eaton and Michael Morwood
 Diarmuid O’Murchu MSC
 John Dear SJ & Roy Bourgeois MM
 Christine Schenk CSJ & Paul Lakeland

http://www.cfotae.ca
http://www.cfotae.ca
http://www.catholiccurriculumcorp.org/wfmp-conference/welcome-to-wfmp-2016/
http://www.catholiccurriculumcorp.org/wfmp-conference/welcome-to-wfmp-2016/
http://www.catholiccurriculumcorp.org/wfmp-conference/welcome-to-wfmp-2016/
http://www.catholiccurriculumcorp.org/wfmp-conference/welcome-to-wfmp-2016/
http://www.catholiccurriculumcorp.org/wfmp-conference/welcome-to-wfmp-2016/
http://www.catholiccurriculumcorp.org/wfmp-conference/welcome-to-wfmp-2016/
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Proclaiming The Kingdom (Reign) Of God Continued...

 Michael Higgins & Jessi Taylor
 Michael Crosby OSF
 Margaret Guider OFM & Joan Chittister OSB.
 This continued in 2017 with Teresa Forcades OSB joining us from 
Spain and presenting in 6 sessions over 2 days on Faith and 
Freedom.
 Teresa Forcades i Vila, O.S.B., a Catalan physician and a Benedictine 
nun, is a prominent social activist who has gained an international 
reputation for her criticisms of the pharmaceutical industry. A writer 
who understands feminism as a form of liberation theology, Forcades 
has openly criticized the Catholic church as “misogynist and 
patriarchal in its structure.”
 Born in Barcelona in 1966, Forcades grew up in a home where her 
parents rejected religion. She was sent, however, to the Sacred Heart 
school where she discovered religious faith through the study of the 
Bible. “”I was baptized, but I was not a religious person,” she said. “I 
read the Gospels when I was 15 and I was impressed.” Her vision, she 
said, has also been shaped by liberation theologians Leonardo Boff 
and Gustavo Gutierrez as well as mystic Simone Weil.
 Forcades completed a residency in internal medicine from the 
University of Buffalo School of Medicine in 1995 and received a 
Master of Divinity from Harvard. In 1997, Forcades entered the 
Benedictines at their mountain monastery in Montserrat, Spain, after 
witnessing their support of gay Catholics. She later earned doctorates 
in public health and theology.
 Can the impressively multi-lingual Teresa Forcades speak English? 
You will understand Teresa better than you will understand my 
Liverpool-Irish-Scouse. According to the BBC, she has “disarmingly 
perfect English – mastered during a few years at Harvard University 
… with a natural flair for public speaking, and a razor-sharp mind.”
 Her first published book in English will be out in time for Forum 
2017.
 “The image that surfaces when Sr. Teresa Forcades speaks is 
evocative of spiraling energy, bubbling in spirit, and of being on the 
ground with the needs of the people of God. Forcades — a 
Benedictine nun, activist, feminist theologian and physician from 
Catalonia in Spain — and Francis — a Jesuit pope from Argentina — 
share a kindred vision of empowering the poor through nonviolence. 
Both understand the relationship between capitalism and poverty.”  
Janice Sevre-Duszynska RomanCatholic Womenpriests
 “Teresa Forcades offers a lucid and inspiring reflection on the 
mutually enriching relationship between contemplation and action, 
the spiritual and the political, faith and feminism. Structuring her 
presentations around the liturgy of the hours, she shows how the 
Christian life can be lived in a way that is deeply rooted in prayer 
and tradition, but also radically engaged with the contemporary 
world.” Tina Beattie, University of Roehampton, UK
 “Theresa Forcades is an exciting international colleague whose 
breadth and depth are rivaled only by her deeply humane convictions.  
She brings together solid scientific training with foundational 
theological understanding. Her commitments to human freedom and 

self-determination in accountable communities ground her political 
and theo-political views. To encounter Theresa is to be reminded of 
just how skilled and caring Catholic feminists are in the quest to 
create a just and equal church and world.” Mary E. Hunt Women’s 
Alliance for Theology Ethics and Ritual (W.A.T.E.R.)
 “Teresa Forcades masterfully integrates politics, faith, and feminism 
in a contemporary world, making her a prophet of our time. A deeply 
spiritual mind, Forcades’ passion for feminist, social justice resonates 
with many women who long for a Church and society free from 
misogyny.” Erin Saiz Hanna, Co-Director of the Women’s 
Ordination Conference
 “When I think of strength, intelligence, and courage of one’s 
convictions, even if controversial, I think of Teresa Forcades. The fact 
that she is a woman and a Benedictine religious are icing on a 
Catholic feminist cake.” Jeannine Gramick, SL New Ways 
Ministry, Co-Founder
 ‘I have known Teresa Forcades since she was a student at Harvard 
Divintiy School during my time there. She is a remarkably multi-
talented person: medical practitioner, feminist theologian, fearless 
political commentator, and Benedictine nun. Not to be missed’. Sarah 
Coakley, Norris-Hulse Professor of Divinity, University of 
Cambridge
 “Teresa Forcades is a force of nature! She’s brilliant, passionate and 
extraordinarily committed to the prophetic vision of Gospel justice 
and to Jesus the Christ. A true Magnificat woman, Teresa is fearless 
in challenging the powerful from global pharmaceutical giants to 
blatant misogyny in the Roman Catholic Church. She makes you think 
and then she makes you want to join her glorious struggle for God’s 
justice and peace to reign on EARTH as in heaven.” Christine 
Schenk CSJ Founding Executive Director FutureChurch and 
Forum presenter
Forum 2018 - Dignity, Difference and Dialogue: Theology in 
Context – will be presented by Tina Beattie and Cathy Cavanagh. 
You may find more about Tina if you read some of her articles 
published by The Guardian and The Tablet, perhaps the best daily 
newspaper and best Catholic magazine available today.
http://archive.thetablet.co.uk/issue/7th-august-2010/6/773/more-
wistful-than-wise
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/features/2/11419/every-human-heart-
desire-renders-us-all-susceptible-to-violence
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2010/jun/07/
marguerite-porete-mirror-simple-souls
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2012/jan/30/
thomas-aquinas-modernity   This is the first of eight articles on 
Aquinas by Tina Beattie published in the Guardian January to 
March 2012
https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/british-theologian-
again-disinvited-lecture
http://home.sandiego.edu/~baber/trouble/Documents/
Publicstatementonmytheologicalpositions_TinaBeattie.docx.pdf

http://archive.thetablet.co.uk/issue/7th-august-2010/6/773/more-wistful-than-wise
http://archive.thetablet.co.uk/issue/7th-august-2010/6/773/more-wistful-than-wise
http://archive.thetablet.co.uk/issue/7th-august-2010/6/773/more-wistful-than-wise
http://archive.thetablet.co.uk/issue/7th-august-2010/6/773/more-wistful-than-wise
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/features/2/11419/every-human-heart-desire-renders-us-all-susceptible-to-violence
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/features/2/11419/every-human-heart-desire-renders-us-all-susceptible-to-violence
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/features/2/11419/every-human-heart-desire-renders-us-all-susceptible-to-violence
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/features/2/11419/every-human-heart-desire-renders-us-all-susceptible-to-violence
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https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2010/jun/07/marguerite-porete-mirror-simple-souls
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2010/jun/07/marguerite-porete-mirror-simple-souls
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2010/jun/07/marguerite-porete-mirror-simple-souls
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2012/jan/30/thomas-aquinas-modernity
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2012/jan/30/thomas-aquinas-modernity
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2012/jan/30/thomas-aquinas-modernity
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2012/jan/30/thomas-aquinas-modernity
https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/british-theologian-again-disinvited-lecture
https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/british-theologian-again-disinvited-lecture
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Louis Hofestetter Remembered

 Louis Hofestetter aged 90 a 
loving, kind, compassionate, and 
dearly loved friend to all who 
knew him, died peacefully on 
February 26, 2018 at Eagle Park 
Health Care Facility, Qualicum 
Beach, BC. attended by his wife 
Sylvia and friends Gerry and 
Charlotte Herkel who had been 
constantly with him during his 
time at home and at the Health 
Care Facility. 
 Louis was born in Courtenay 
BC in January 1927. In  his 
lifetime, he had been a Swiss 
Banker, a Jesuit teaching priest, 

and pastor in St. Patrick’s 

Victoria, and in Port Hardy, Port McNeil, and Port Alice on 
Vancouver Island. Louis never lost his concern for people in need. He 
volunteered at the Salvation Army Soup Kitchen and was a member 
of The Green Party. He loved music, and to sing; he loved to hike, to 
fish, and to search for mushrooms; he enjoyed Kirsch, Swiss cheese 
and chocolate. 
 Louis’ Celebration of Life Mass took place in the Church of 
Ascension in Parksville in the presence of Sylvia with his relatives 
and friends: Reverend Frank Salmon OMI from Fort Saint James 
presided with the Hosting Pastor Reverend Michael Favero, and 
many parishioners and members of Vancouver Island Corpus Canada; 
John Gawthrope spoke eloquently of Louis’ life and 
accomplishments; the Word of God readings were done by Bruce 
Elmore, Gerry Herkel, and Fr. Favero; Charlette Herkel led the 
Prayers of the Faithful. The Mass ended with the recessional playing 
of the Alpine Horn and the singing of the Swiss National Anthem. 
 The well prepared reception and the sharing of memories followed in 
the Church Hall which was filled with all the participants.  

Frank Salmon OMI

Chris Diamond, Michael Zarb, 
& Fraçois Brassard

Frank Salmon, Chris 
& Naomi Diamond

Lisa & Friend

Memorial Table 
(Pic of Louis with 

Sylvia)
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